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Genome-wide association studies identify locus on 6p21
influencing lung function in the Korean population
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ABSTRACT

Background and objective: Loss of lung function is an
important chronic obstructive pulmonary disease phe-
notype and decreased forced expiratory volume in 1 s
(FEV1) is an independent risk factor of morbidity and
mortality. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
identifying genetic variants underlying lung function
have been performed mostly in Caucasian popula-
tions. In this study, we aimed to identify genetic vari-
ants influencing lung function in a Korean population.
Methods: GWAS on lung function (FEV1 and FEV1/
forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio) were performed in
two cohort studies. A population-based cohort, the
Korean Association Resource phase 3 (KARE3) (6223
subjects), served as a discovery set. The replication
analysis was performed in a family-based cohort, the
Healthy Twin Study (HTS; 2730 subjects). Dense single-
nucleotide polymorphism array data from each study
were imputed and used for genetic analysis.
Results: At the discovery phase, variants in 6p21 and
17q24 showed the strongest association with FEV1/FVC
ratio and FEV1. Several variants in FAM13A on 4q22
locus exhibited positive association with FEV1/FVC

ratio. In the replication set, PPT2 in the 6p21 region
showed significant association with lung function in
the HTS, although the 4q22 locus and the 17q24 locus
were not replicated.
Conclusions: We identified that PPT2 on chromo-
some 6p21 is associated with loss of lung function in
the Korean population.

Key words: genetics, genome-wide association study, lung
function, single-nucleotide polymorphism.

Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital
capacity; GWAS, genome-wide association study; HTS, Healthy
Twin Study; KARE3, Korean Association Resource phase 3;
RAGE, receptor for advanced glycation end-products; SNP,
single-nucleotide polymorphism.

INTRODUCTION

Lung function measured by spirometry demonstrates
a broad range of variation both in general population
and in patients with respiratory illness. Forced expira-
tory volume in 1 s (FEV1) and FEV1/forced vital capac-
ity (FVC) ratio have been the most frequently studied
phenotypes among lung function, since these pheno-
types are essential in both diagnosis and prognosis of
lung and airway diseases. FEV1/FVC ratio is an indi-
cator of obstructive lung disease and also an essential
criterion for the diagnosis of chronic obstructive
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SUMMARY AT A GLANCE

The aim of this study was to identify genetic deter-
minants of lung function in a Korea population.
Locus on chromosome 6p21 was identified to
regulate lung function in two cohort studies. Addi-
tionally, chromosome 17q24 near SOX9 showed a
strong association in one study, although it was not
replicated.
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pulmonary disease (COPD).1 FEV1 is used to deter-
mine the COPD severity and is an independent pre-
dictor of morbidity and mortality risk of all causes.2

Spirometry measures of lung function have been
demonstrated to have a genetic component. Genetic
epidemiological studies of lung function have sug-
gested that lung function phenotypes have significant
degree of familial aggregations.3 Recent reports on
the heritability of FEV1 and FEV1/FVC ratio ranged
between 30% and 60%,4,5 which suggests a polygenic
involvement in controlling lung function.

To date, four genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) evaluating genetic relationships with lung
function have been published.6–9 So far, 28 loci have
been identified including single-nucleotide polymor-
phism (SNP) on chromosome 4q22 in FAM13A and
6p21 near AGER-PPT2, which were genome-wide sig-
nificant for FEV1 or FEV1/FVC in previous studies.
Additional genes associated with lung function were
identified after including interaction with smoking.10

Recently, lung function genes were identified in a pae-
diatric cohort.11 The inventory of associated genes will
provide an insight into the genetic architecture con-
stituting lung function. Many common polygenic dis-
orders may represent the extreme manifestation of
continuous quantitative traits of which liability is nor-
mally distributed in a population. To support this
hypothesis, it is shown that several ‘lung function
genes’ identified through GWAS in the general popu-
lation were shown to be associated with the risk of
COPD as well. Those genes may provide a clue to find
therapeutic targets or biomarkers of COPD across its
very early to full-blown stages. However, as most
GWAS of lung function were performed in Caucasian
populations, studies in other ethnic groups are
needed to fully capture the genetic architecture
underlying lung function.

In this study, we performed GWAS of lung function
in two cohorts of the general population in Korea: the
Korean Association Resource phase 3 (KARE3), which
is constituted of unrelated individuals, and the
Healthy Twin Study (HTS), a family-based cohort.

METHODS

Study populations

We conducted a GWAS using data from the KARE3
(6223 subjects) and replicated the results in the HTS
(2720 subjects). The Korean Association Resource
project was initiated in 2007 to undertake GWAS
analysis among 10 038 participants in the population-
based cohort of Ansung rural area and Ansan city of
South Korea. The cohort was initiated in 2001 and was
designed to allow longitudinal prospective study. Par-
ticipants were examined every 2 years, and the third
follow-up study was completed in 2008. The KARE3
data were obtained from the third phenotype data.
More than 260 traits have been examined through
epidemiological surveys, physical examinations and
laboratory tests. GWAS of the quantitative traits of the
first phenotype in this cohort was published in 2009.12

The HTS is a family-based cohort of adult same-
gender twin pairs and their family members based on

the National Twin-Family Registry of Korea, all of
whom completed a health examination and in-depth
surveys at two general hospitals since 2005. The study
design and protocols of the HTS were previously
described in detail.13,14 To ascertain the zygosity, either
16 microsatellites or standardized questionnaire was
used. Family relationships taken by questionnaire
and personal interviews were compared with infor-
mation from the genetic marker. The studies were
approved by the appropriate institutional review
board at the respective institutions.

Genotyping

Genomic DNAs isolated from peripheral blood drawn
from the KARE3 participants were genotyped on
the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human array 5.0
(Affymetrix, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). The geno-
typing and quality control details of KARE3 have been
previously described.12

Genotyping of twin-family participants was per-
formed using an Affymetrix Genome Wide Human
SNP Array 6.0 (Affymetrix, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA)
platform. Genotyped markers with a Hardy-Weinberg
Equilibrium (P < 0.001), low call rate (<95%) and low
minor allele frequency (< 0.01) were excluded from
the analysis. In addition to the Wellcome Trust Case–
Control Consortium guideline for quality control,
Mendelian and non-Mendelian errors mimicking
double-recombinations were detected by PEDSTATS
(University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA)15 and
Merlin (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI,
USA).16 This error-checking step further detected and
deleted 63 777 erroneous markers. Finally, 516 452
SNP were used in the genetic analysis.

The untyped or missing markers in the KARE3 and
the twin-family study were imputed using Beagle
(University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA).17 Both
HapMap3 phase2 (JPT+CHB; http://hapmap.ncbi
.nlm.nih.gov/) and Korean HapMap (http://www
.khapmap.org/) panel data were combined to serve
as the reference. Imputation quality score (0 ≤ r2 ≤ 1)
was checked, and the r2 cut-off for post-imputation
SNP filtering was 0.5. Higher values of r2 represent
increased accuracy in genotype imputation.

Analytic strategies and statistical analysis

To test the association with lung function, we con-
ducted association analyses in three steps (Fig. 1): (i)
GWAS in the KARE3 served as the discovery phase;
first, screening was performed using SNP markers
which were actually typed; (ii) findings were further
proved adding imputed markers in highly associated
regions. SNP markers exceeding the significance level
of 5 × 10−6 were selected for the validation phase. (iii)
The HTS was used for the validation study, and nomi-
nal P-value of 0.05 was used to confirm the findings.

For the genome-wide association analysis, linear
regression of age, gender, height and smoking pack-
years was undertaken on FEV1 and FEV1/FVC. The
residuals were used as the phenotype for association
testing. SNP markers were tested for association by
linear regression under an additive model in the
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KARE3 population using PLINK (v1.07; Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge, MA, USA).18 The family-based
association analysis in the HTS was performed for a
maximum-likelihood-based association test with
variance-covariance matrix to consider phenotypic
correlation between family members using Merlin.16,19

Quantile-quantile plots, Manhattan plots and SNP
annotation were performed using the WGA Viewer
(Duke University, Durham, NC, USA).20 Regional asso-
ciation results of significant SNP were plotted using
LocusZoom (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI,
USA).21 To estimate the proportion of the additive
genetic variance explained by SNP, the proportion as
2p(1-p)β2 where p denotes minor allele frequency and
β denotes the effect size.

RESULTS

Characteristics of study population

Genotype data for the 6223 subjects in the KARE3
were available for the primary discovery analysis after
quality control. Replication of identified 33 SNP was
assessed in 2720 subjects in the HTS. Healthy Twin
subjects consisted of 485 monozygotic and 108
dizygotic twin pairs and their family members. There
was no subject in the HTS who was included in the
KARE3 population cohort. The main demographical
characteristics of the study cohorts are summarized
in Table 1. The mean age was 55.6 years in the KARE3
population cohort and 44.2 years in the HTS. There
were 598 subjects whose pre-bronchodilator FEV1/
FVC was less than 0.7 in the KARE3 population and
165 subjects in the HTS. The average amount of
smoking was 10.3 pack-years and 5.3 pack-years,
respectively.

GWAS of lung function in the discovery phase

In the discovery phase, a total of 352 228 genotyped
SNP were included in the analysis after quality control.

Several SNP showed probable associations with FEV1/
FVC ratio and FEV1; results shown by the quantile-
quantile plots suggest the presence of multiple loci
with modest effects (Fig. 2). The Manhattan plots
using Haploview are shown in Figure 3. Top 10 SNP for
FEV1 and FEV1/FVC ratio identified in the KARE3
population are listed in Table 2. No genotyped SNP
met genome-wide significance criteria (P < 5 × 10−8)
for association with FEV1/FVC or FEV1. Top 10 SNP
according to the smoking status are listed inTable S1 in
the online supporting information.

After imputing the regions showing the top signifi-
cance with Beagle, 14 SNP with FEV1/FVC and 19 SNP
with FEV1 were shown to be significant at the level of
P-value below 5 × 10−6 (Table 3). Chromosome 6p21
region exhibited the strongest association with FEV1/
FVC ratio, and one SNP (rs10947233 in PPT2) showed
genome-wide significance (P = 3.4 × 10−9) (Fig. 4b).
SNP in FAM13A on chromosome 4q22 were also
associated with FEV1/FVC ratio (Fig. 4a). SNP on the
chromosome 17q24 region upstream of SOX9 was
most significantly associated with FEV1. Two SNP
(rs4793538 and rs11655567) in this region showed
near genome-wide significance with FEV1 (P =
5.6 × 10−8) (Fig. 4c). The lowest P-values of genes that
were associated with lung function in previous GWAS
are listed in Table S2 in the online supporting
information.

Replication study in the Healthy Twin Study

Thirty-three potential SNP of significance below
5 × 10−6 were analysed for replication. We evaluated
these potential SNP for lung function in the HTS
cohort using Merlin software. Only SNP in 6p21
region including rs10947233 in PPT2 showed
nominally significant associations with FEV1/FVC
(P = 0.0028–0.045) (Table 4). The effect of minor allele
was positive which is consistent with beta in the
KARE3 results. When we performed a sensitivity
analysis excluding those with asthmatic history or
under age 25, the results were similar (Supplementary
Table S3).

Discovery stage
(FEV1, FEV1/FVC)

GWAS for lung function
KARE3 study
(6223 subjects)

(352 228 SNPs by Affy 5.0)

Double-Checking with imputed markers
(Reference: HapMap3 + KHapMap)

Replication stage for 33 selected SNPs
(reaching P < 5X 10–6)

by
de novo replication from the Healthy Twin study (2720 subjects)

Figure 1 A schematic overview of the genetic analyses in this
study.

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of subjects used for
genome-wide association study of pulmonary function

Cohort KARE3 Healthy twin study
Study design Population-based Family-based
Sample size 6223 2720
Age (years) 55.6 ± 8.7 (43–74) 44.2 ± 13.1 (17–81)
Female (%) 3225 (51.8%) 1660 (61.0%)
Smoking,

pack-years
10.3 ± 17.5 5.3 ± 12.3

Smoking status
Non-smoker 3862 (62%) 1774 (65%)
Ex-smoker 1200 (19%) 343 (13%)
Current smoker 1162 (19%) 603 (22%)

FEV1 (L) 2.77 ± 0.68 2.92 ± 0.71
Height (cm) 160.1 ± 8.7 161.7 ± 8.5

Data represent the mean values ± standard deviation unless
otherwise noted.
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Figure 2 Quantile-quantile (QQ) plot of the study results. QQ plot of observed versus expected log10(P) values in forced expiratory
volume in 1 s (FEV1)/forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio and FEV1.
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Proportion of heritability explained by each SNP
was calculated as additive genetic variance explained
by the SNP divided by heritability and total lung
function variation with same samples. As a result,
proportion of heritability explained by rs10947233
was 0.86%, assuming heritability of FEV1/FVC is 0.5 in
HTS. Other SNP including those in FAM13A and near
SOX9 were not replicated in HTS.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we conducted a population-based study
for the discovery of loci associated with lung function.
The regions identified were 6p21 for FEV1/FVC and
17q24 for FEV1. A replication study in a family-based
cohort revealed that SNP in the 6p21 region replicated
the association with FEV1/FVC, whereas the 17q24
region did not show any significant association in the
HTS.

The loci identified for FEV1/FVC in the Korean
population included 6p21 and 4q22, which are
located near regions previously reported by GWAS in
Caucasian populations for their associations with
lung function. The 6p21 region included TNXB, PPT2,
AGER and NOTCH4 genes. The most significant asso-
ciation was shown in the intronic SNP (rs10947233) of
PPT2. This SNP was tightly linked to missense SNP in
AGER (rs2070600) and to several intronic SNP in
NOTCH4 using HaploReg (http://www.broadinstitute
.org/mammals/haploreg/haploreg.php). Among them,
rs2070600 in AGER is the only potentially functional
SNP. This SNP was significantly associated with lung

function in the SpiroMeta7 and CHARGE studies.8 SNP
in AGER were also associated with COPD in a case–
control study.22 Both of the lung function GWAS
showed positive beta of the minor allele, and the
minor allele was protective in the COPD case–control
analysis. The current study showed positive beta of
the minor allele which is consistent with the results
of European data. AGER protein, a receptor for
advanced glycation end-products (RAGE), is a multi-
ligand receptor of the immunoglobulin super-family
and interacts with distinct molecules implicated in
homeostasis, development, inflammation, diabetes
and neurodegeneration.23 RAGE signals depend on
the cell type and the context. RAGE expression
increases following cigarette smoke exposure and
is partially responsible for inducing the pro-
inflammatory signalling pathway.24 A transgenic
mouse model developed to conditionally upregulate
RAGE showed apoptosis and pronounced inflamma-
tion in the peripheral lung,25 while RAGE knockout
mice showed decreased alveolar macrophage-
mediated inflammation by tobacco smoke exposure.
In cystic fibrosis, the promoter variant of AGER was
associated with poor lung function and increased the
RAGE expression.26 The CC genotype of rs2070600 was
associated with higher circulating levels of soluble
forms of RAGE,27 thus suggesting that this SNP may
have a functional effect.

In the GWAS of asthma in the Japanese population,
the most significant association was shown in
rs404860 located in the 6p21 NOTCH4 near AGER,
but that was in weak linkage disequilibrium with
rs2070600.28 Another study in asthma subjects showed

Table 2 Association results for the top 10 genotyped SNP identified in KARE3 for their association to lung function
measurements of FEV1/FVC ratio and FEV1

SNP CHR Position Gene Allele Frequency Beta SE P-value

FEV1/FVC
rs2021783 6 32152829 TNXB T 0.16 0.776 0.15 2.28E-07
rs2609261 4 90054508 FAM13A A 0.47 0.529 0.11 1.72E-06
rs2609260 4 90055842 FAM13A A 0.56 0.518 0.111 3.23E-06
rs2609264 4 90047103 FAM13A T 0.52 0.51 0.11 3.88E-06
rs1458551 4 90031265 FAM13A T 0.47 0.51 0.111 4.06E-06
rs2628125 18 70722593 ZNF407 A 0.49 0.496 0.112 9.02E-06
rs8085262 18 70725167 ZNF407 A 0.33 0.516 0.118 1.15E-05
rs2628123 18 70728913 ZNF407 A 0.50 −0.479 0.109 1.18E-05
rs6415963 10 21280349 NEBL A 0.45 0.479 0.11 1.43E-05
rs4891199 18 70729556 ZNF407 T 0.33 0.506 0.118 1.71E-05

FEV1

rs17765644 17 66691087 SOX9 T 0.62 −0.037 0.007 1.41E-07
rs17178251 17 66688474 SOX9 C 0.39 −0.037 0.007 2.06E-07
rs8031759 15 91599814 RGMA A 0.08 −0.063 0.013 4.39E-07
rs11870732 17 66706836 SOX9 T 0.61 −0.036 0.007 4.84E-07
rs4793541 17 66739190 SOX9 A 0.61 −0.035 0.007 5.30E-07
rs3748172 9 116875752 TNC T 0.11 −0.052 0.01 1.75E-06
rs9674957 17 66622693 SOX9 T 0.59 0.032 0.007 2.87E-06
rs1535574 14 57210327 SLC35F4 T 0.59 −0.033 0.006 2.94E-06
rs6132862 20 25669248 ZNF337 A 0.68 −0.034 0.007 3.60E-06
rs11851949 14 57209749 SLC35F4 C 0.41 −0.032 0.007 3.80E-06

CHR, Chromosome.
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that SNP in NOTCH4 was associated with lung func-
tion in asthmatic subjects, though rs2070600 was not
associated.29 One potential explanation for these
results may be that the lung function determinant is
the functional SNP of AGER and the asthma associa-
tion is driven by NOTCH4. However, further research
will be required in order to determine the role of this
region in asthma pathogenesis.

FAM13A was reported to be associated with FEV1/
FVC ratio in the CHARGE consortium8 and was
strongly associated with COPD susceptibility in the
previous GWAS.30 One previous GWAS used only the
initial phase of KARE3 to identify the genes influenc-
ing lung function. In the study, FAM13A showed the
most significant association with lung function
(unpubl. data). In the current study, FAM13A was
modestly associated with FEV1/FVC ratio. The associ-
ated SNP are in 1.6–3.9 × 10−6. They are located
between two SNP identified in CHARGE (rs2869967
and rs6830970), and are 50 kb upstream from the

location of COPD-associated SNP (rs1903003 and
rs7671167). Although this locus did not reach
genome-wide significance nor was it replicated in the
family cohort, this finding suggests that this previ-
ously reported region was associated with lung func-
tion in the Korean population.

There was a genome-wide genetic association of the
chromosome 17q24 region upstream of SOX9 with
FEV1 in the discovery set, although this association was
not replicated in the family cohort. Recently, the same
locus was associated with FEV1 using joint meta-
analysis method to test associations of gene and gene-
by-smoking interaction.10 SOX9 was upregulated in
adenocarcinoma of the lung, and the gene expression
was associated with cell growth.31 SOX9 was known to
be associated with lung development. SOX5 and SOX9
are members of the SOX trio, which is important for
differentiation of chondrocytes. Of note, a previous
study reported that the genetic variation of SOX5 was
associated with COPD susceptibility as a result of the

Table 3 SNP highly associated (P < 5 × 10−6) with lung function in KARE3 cohort following imputation

CHR SNP (r2) Position Gene Beta SE P-value

FEV1/FVC ratio
4 rs2609255 (0.99) 90030218 FAM13A 0.511 0.111 3.85E-06
4 rs2464528 (1.00) 90036687 FAM13A 0.51 0.11 3.84E-06
4 rs2609265 (1.00) 90045989 FAM13A 0.51 0.11 3.84E-06
4 rs2609264 (1.00) 90047103 FAM13A 0.511 0.11 3.72E-06
4 rs2609262 (1.00) 90054461 FAM13A 0.529 0.11 1.68E-06
4 rs2609261 (0.98) 90054508 FAM13A 0.531 0.11 1.59E-06
4 rs2609260 (1.00) 90055842 FAM13A 0.518 0.111 3.14E-06
4 rs1246642 (0.93) 90083469 FAM13A 0.511 0.111 3.94E-06
6 rs9368704 (0.99) 32149351 TNXB 0.777 0.1499 2.23E-07
6 rs2021783 (1.00) 32152829 TNXB 0.776 0.1499 2.28E-07
6 rs9348878 (0.61) 32217272 PRRT1 1 0.1909 1.68E-07
6 rs10947233 (0.97) 32232402 PPT2 1.149 0.1942 3.42E-09†

18 rs1863417 (0.88) 70747030 ZNF407 0.539 0.1113 1.29E-06
18 rs9960454 (1.00) 70798925 ZNF407 0.513 0.111 3.89E-06

FEV1

9 rs3748172 (1.00) 116875752 TNC –0.052 0.001 1.82E-06
14 rs2146621 (0.99) 57195940 SLC35F4 –0.032 0.007 3.39E-06
14 rs11851949 (1.00) 57209749 SLC35F4 –0.032 0.007 3.80E-06
14 rs1535574 (1.00) 57210327 SLC35F4 –0.033 0.006 2.94E-06
15 rs8031759 (1.00) 91599814 RGMA –0.063 0.013 4.39E-07
17 rs9674957 (1.00) 66622693 SOX9 0.032 0.007 2.95E-06
17 rs17178251 (1.00) 66688474 SOX9 –0.037 0.007 2.07E-07
17 rs17765644 (0.99) 66691087 SOX9 –0.037 0.007 2.54E-07
17 rs740408 (1.00) 66692691 SOX9 –0.036 0.004 2.38E-07
17 rs4793535 (1.00) 66698476 SOX9 –0.036 0.007 2.93E-07
17 rs1008348 (1.00) 66702911 SOX9 –0.036 0.007 3.10E-07
17 rs6501452 (1.00) 66704882 SOX9 –0.036 0.007 3.38E-07
17 rs11870732 (1.00) 66706836 SOX9 –0.036 0.007 4.67E-07
17 rs6501455 (1.00) 66713406 SOX9 –0.036 0.007 3.80E-07
17 rs983085 (0.99) 66723656 SOX9 –0.036 0.007 3.41E-07
17 rs4793538 (1.00) 66727523 SOX9 –0.038 0.007 5.64E-08
17 rs11655567 (0.99) 66728282 SOX9 –0.038 0.007 5.64E-08
20 rs6138650 (0.99) 25663507 ZNF337 –0.034 0.007 3.61E-06
20 rs6132862 (1.00) 25669248 ZNF337 –0.034 0.007 3.61E-06

†Genome-wide significant (< 5 × 10−8).
CHR, chromosome; r2, imputation quality score.
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fine mapping of the previous linked chromosomal
region.32 They also reported that SOX5 gene expression
decreased in severe COPD and that the SOX5 knockout
mouse showed abnormal lung morphology. Genes
involved in lung development including HHIP, SOX5
and SOX9 may be important for determining lung
function. This genetic association may be confined to
a specific ethnic group. Further studies of replication
in another population will be necessary.

Our study provides novel findings although it
has several limitations which should be noted. In
our study, we analysed genetic associations in a
population-based cohort in the discovery set and rep-
licated the study in a family-based cohort. These two
analyses showed inconsistent results. The lack of rep-
lication may relate to the different statistical approach
and the difference in demographical characteristics
between two cohorts. The Healthy Twin family sub-
jects were younger and smoked less. If the age effect is
more environmental, such as longer duration of
smoking, our study should have been largely adjusted
by considering pack-year of the subjects. If different
genes are expressed to affect lung functions depend-
ing on age, the power to detect replicated variants
should have been reduced substantially. It is unlikely,
however, that the replicated variants in this study
stem from the age difference between two popula-
tions. Second, replication was based on nominal
levels of association in the replication set. Formal
adjustment for multiple statistical testing may have
weakened the association. Further validation of the
association in a larger study population will be
required. Imputation method is known to generally
enrich genetic marker information,33 but some degree
of errors might be introduced through the imputed
markers. For our study, however, it is unlikely that
replications based on imputed markers are false
positive because the imputed markers are common
variants, and imputation quality was very high
(quality score 0.99∼1.00). Additionally, our imputa-
tion method utilized family relationships to exclude
markers which are Mendelian-inconsistent, which
made the imputation results more accurate than con-
ventional approach.

In conclusion, the chromosome 6p21 locus showed
association with reduced FEV1/FVC ratio and the
chromosome 17q24 locus near SOX9 with FEV1 in the
discovery set. FAM13A was also associated with FEV1/
FVC. In the replication set, SNP in PPT2 showed the
most significant association. We confirmed the asso-
ciation of 6p21 with lung function in the Korean
population.
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Figure 4 Regional association plots at the most significant loci
associated with lung function. The plots of genetic loci on chro-
mosome 4 (a), 6 (b) and 17 (c) are shown as they were created
using LocusZoom.
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